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Abstract: 

Presently days, to fulfill mechanical prerequisites we ought to have materials with high hardness and shear quality. So producers 

are expected to make such materials having high hardness and shear quality. There are different customary strategies for 

machining, however utilization of such techniques lessens instrument existence with increment in device wear and it brings about 

increment in cost of assembling. Hot Machining can be utilized to diminish device wear, control devoured and increment surface 

wrap up. In Hot Machining the temperature of the work piece is raised to a few hundred Celsius above encompassing, which 

causes decrease in the shear quality of the material. There are different warming techniques, similar to mass warming utilizing 

heater, zone warming utilizing light fire, plasma bend warming, acceptance warming and electric current opposition warming at  

device work interface. We utilized light fire strategy for warming the work piece. In this paper exploratory setup of hot machining 

process is clarified. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Managing materials having high hardness and shear quality 

,Hot Machining can be utilized to diminish instrument wear, 

control devoured and increment surface wrap up. In Hot 

Machining the temperature of the work piece is raised to a few 

hundred Celsius above encompassing, which causes lessening 

in the shear quality of the material. We are utilizing light fire 

strategy for warming the work piece since this technique can 

assist us with heating the work piece material promptly in front 

of cutting device since burn fire get together moves alongside 

cutting instrument. Installation we utilized can be mounted on 

some other machine by minor changes in configuration so 

diminishing need of discrete apparatus for every last machine, 

and it is additionally separable so it won't exasperate standard 

tasks of machine. From the past examinations it was 

discovered the power devoured amid turning tasks is 

fundamentally because of shearing of the material and plastic 

distortion of the metal expelled. Since both the shear quality 

and hardness benefits of designing materials diminish with 

temperature, it was in this way proposed an expansion in work 

piece temperature would decrease the measure of energy 

devoured for machining and in the long run increment 

instrument life. In figure 1(A) and figure 1(B) the variety of 

Spindle control with Depth of cut is appeared for changed 

materials. 

 

 
 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

 

There are different customary strategies for machining, yet 

utilization of such techniques diminishes device existence with 

increment in apparatus wear and it brings about increment in 

cost of assembling. In regular machining techniques as 

instrument life diminishes devices required for specific 

material increments, and time require likewise builds brings 

about lessening in rate of creation. Life of hardware is 

conversely relative to the assembling cost. So we ought to have 

a Machining procedure which can assist us with dealing with 

the materials having high quality and which are difficult to cut. 

Hot machining process is ends up being an incredible 

alternative with utilization of Torch fire technique. We can 

utilize oxygen-LPG for fire planning. 

 

III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION DETAILS 

Basic considerations 

The Fixture planned and created ought to be basic, separable, 

dependable, proficient and reasonable. While planning this 

apparatus following focuses should be thought about 

 There ought to be no perpetual connection to the machine:- 

The installation ought to be mounted such that it can be 

expelled as and when we need without influencing some other 
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course of action on the machine. It ought to be separable. No 

settled welds ought to be finished with the machine 

 Both the light and thermocouple should move parallel to the 

machine hub:- The light and thermocouple ought to be 

mounted such that it should move parallel to the machine 

alongside the instrument and this movement ought to be 

controlled by the movement of carriage itself.  The light 

ought to likewise move opposite to machine hub:- The light 

ought to have cross movement to the machine hub i.e. 

movement opposite to the machine hub and ought to be moved 

as and when the client needs. What's more, its internal and 

outward movement ought to be balanced wherever we need. 

 This should be possible physically and in addition via 

Automation:- All this development of both light and the 

thermocouple ought to be finished by manual path and in 

addition via computerization. 

Fabrication details: 

The primary contemplations made while outlining the 

apparatus were to lessen the vibration of installation caused 

because of machining task, longitudinal and transverse 

engendering of light and simple fitment of apparatus on the 

cross slide without limiting the movement of cross slide. 

Installation basically comprises of five vital parts: 

1. The C- channel. 

2. The L - type plate. 

3. 12V DC Motor. 

4. Guide Bolt. 

5. Extension for torch mounting. 

6. J-TYPE THERMOCOUPLE ( TEMPERATURE SENSOR ) 

 

The C– channel: As appeared in Fig. 2 the C-Channel frames 

the base of the installation which is produced using cast press. 

The upper face is given six openings which are set up by 

penetrating and tapping activity for fitment of L plate. The side 

face comprises of two bored gaps of the fitment of C-channel 

on the cross slide of machine with the assistance of nuts and 

fasteners.

 
The L-type plate: As appeared in Fig. 3 the L-type plate is 

second essential piece of installation . Its base is given two 

openings for mounting of C-channel on L plate, this is finished 

by utilizing nuts, screws and washers for customizable 

mounting of L plate. The primary face of L plate is penetrated 

with three unusual openings for fitment of wiper engine and a 

focal gap is for the arrangement of engine shaft. L plate is 

given a guide which directs the nut on the pivoting fastener. 

12V DC Motor:- In this exploratory set up a wiper engine as 

appeared in Fig. 4 is utilized for to and fro development of 

light. The wiper engine utilized is of Hyundai Accent. It has a 

speed of 34 rpm and high torque at 2.4 ampere and 12 volt. 

The engine is then mounted on the L plate. This engine is then 

associated with the guide jolt. It offers turn to manage jolt. 

 
Guide Bolt: - A guide jolt is mounted on the wiper engine 

shaft. Its rotational development along engine shaft causes the 

forward and turn around movement of nut parallel to wiper 

engine shaft. Guide jolt is imperative for the forward and 

invert movement of the warming light as appeared in Fig. 5. 

Augmentation for burn mounting: - An expansion for burn 

mounting is given so the warming light can be clipped 

legitimately to constrain it development and giving appropriate 

point to fire to warm the work piece. 

The instrument which is utilized comprises of carbide tip As 

appeared in Fig. 6 which is mounted on a holder. To settle the 

carbide tip on the apparatus holder we required an Allen 

scratch which can tight the carbide tip with the device holder. 

The carbide tip which is utilized as a part of our trial setup is of 

ATP review which comprise high measure of carbon and 

manganese which furnish it with high quality and hardness 

amid machining. The above indicated fig. 7is a J-TYPE 

THERMOCOUPLE which is a sort of temperature sensor. This 

kind of temperature sensor is a contact write temperature 

sensor in which does not give perusing without its contact with 

the material. The temperature of the thermocouple ranges from 

- 210o C to 750o C which is proper for our trial setup.This 

thermocouple likewise comprise of a flexible arm which can 

be balanced by the necessity of the client by simply pivoting 

the gave handle and it gives the thermocouple a movement 

same as the safeguard in engine cycle. This thermocouple 

gives a voltage yield which is in millivolts and has got two 

terminals one of which is ground and other is certain terminal.
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IV. AUTOMATION 

The computerization encourages Torch development opposite 

to machine hub and keep temperature at consistent esteem. 

Above figure demonstrates the fundamental blog chart of 

mechanization of development of the light opposite to machine 

pivot. At the point when temperature achieves indicated 

esteem it will be detected by sensor and light moves from the 

work piece. 

Piece outline appeared in Fig. 8 can be separated in following 

taps:- 

1. Sensor:- Sensor is required to change over the physical 

amount into the electrical amount. 2. ADC:- ADC is utilized to 

change over simple flag to advanced, for interfacing with 

microcontroller. 

3. Switches:- Switches are utilized to offer contributions to the 

microcontroller. 

4. LCD:- It is utilized to the status of smaller scale controller 

and current temperature . 

5. Transfer:- It is utilized to begin and stop the engine. 

6. Engine:- Motor is utilized as actuator in this undertaking to 

move fire front and back. 

7. Microcontroller:- It is the core of the framework which 

process the signs and take choice as indicated by program 

stacked. 

8. Power source:- It is utilized to offer energy to every one of 

the components utilized as a part of circuit. 

 
 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The cry fig. 9 comprises of the Experimental Setup which we have executed. Work piece is mounted 
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Between machine headstock and tail stock, and before device 

carriage the apparatus is mounted. Fig.9 Experimental Setup 

This trial setup for the most part comprises of eight vital 

segments and they are as per the following:- 

1] Lathe Machine. 

2] Work piece 

3] Carbide Tool. 

4] Heating Torch. 

5] J-Type Thermocouple 

6] Oxygen Cylinder. 

7] LPG Cylinder. 

8] LCD Display 

 

VI. WORKING: 

 

The work piece is held, between the machine head stock and 

tail stock on the machine. As appeared in fig. 9 burn is fitted. 

Light is associated with LPG barrel and an oxygen chamber. 

Light can move with the cutting instrument. We can modify 

the stream of oxygen and LPG by utilizing valves. Handle is 

given to modify the separation of the light spout and it should 

be possible naturally with DC engine. Temperature marker can 

gauge the temperature of the work piece. Temperature can be 

set in the temperature pointer and when the temperature is 

achieves the predefined esteem the light naturally moves from 

the work piece. This is finished by utilizing the 

computerization s gave and temperature sensor detects the 

temperature and physical amount is changed over into 

electrical amount and thus the development of the light is 

finished with the assistance of 10 volt DC engine. The 

machining is finished by a carbide apparatus embed as 

appeared in the Fig. 6. Fig.9 indicates working setup for the 

hot machining process utilizing oxygen and LPG gas flares. 

Fig. 10 Shows real setup. 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

So Hot Machining is effective machining process for difficult 

to cut materials. So we mounted installation on to the machine 

carriage, Oxygen and LPG fire is utilized. The primary target 

of this exploratory setup is to machine the high quality difficult 

to cut materials via carbide apparatuses with increment in 

instrument life and lessening the device wear which is 

accomplished. The development of the light has been 

effectively done physically and also with the assistance of 

computerization. The trial was done on the high Mn steel and 

this difficult to cut material has been effectively machined. At 

long last in future test will be hurry to check the enhancement 

of cutting parameters and the ideal benefits of cutting velocity, 

Feed, Depth of Cut and Temperature acquired can be looked 

at, in order to get advanced qualities. 
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